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Abstract. This paper reviews the work at Philips on MEMS switchable capacitors and oscillators, and elaborates the application, technology, opportunities, and issues of MEMS for wireless applications. I. INTRODUCTION Wireless handsets have come a long way since their introduction. Traditional mobile phone functions – voice calls and messaging service- make up an eversmaller part of the handset hardware. Instead, additional functions such as cameras, gaming, and music players account for many of the components and an increasing share of the value of a mobile phone. At the same time, voice calls have become just one of the many purposes for radio frequency (RF) communication. This is so because an increasing number of frequency bands and communication protocols, like Bluetooth and WLAN are entering the handset’s RF radio. Although mobile phones themselves are unlikely to get much smaller, circuitry miniaturization is still required to pack more functionality into the same size package – for example, to produce multi-band, multimode phones that can be used in many different parts of the world. Furthermore, performance improvements are still required to enhance call quality and extend standby and talk times. It is expected that in the future the different protocols and frequency bands mentioned will be served using a single, highly integrated, miniaturized, multifrequency band RF radio. MEMS is one of the enablers for realizing this goal. MEMS capacitors offer low loss and high linearity combined with large tuning ratios. MEMS variable capacitors will allow for the realization of reconfigurable RF circuits with a frequency agility and power efficiency that is most likely unattainable with conventional semiconductor switching and tuning technologies. It will allow the production of a large variety of highly integrated reconfigurable RF circuits, such as adaptive impedance matching networks and tuneable filters that are superior to discrete component or semiconductor solutions in terms of size and performance. Mechanical resonance offers a very high spectral purity in comparison to e.g. electrical resonance in LC tanks and is therefore utilized in high-precision oscillators used in many time-keeping and frequency



reference applications. In almost all such cases, the mechanical resonator consists of an off-chip quartz crystal. Major drawback of quartz technology is that it is bulky and must interface with driver electronics at boardlevel. The inability to integrate quartz resonators with semiconductor technology poses a bottleneck against a further miniaturization of the RF transceiver. The extraordinary small size and high level of integration that can be achieved with MEMS resonators appear to open exceptional possibilities for creating miniature-scale precision oscillators and filters with a form factor much smaller than what can be achieved with quartz based oscillators. This paper reviews the work at Philips on MEMS switchable capacitors and oscillators, and elaborates the application, technology, opportunities, and issues of MEMS for wireless applications. II. MEMS CAPACITORS An important aspect that differentiates the handset market from other potential RF-MEMS markets is the fact that it is very much cost driven. When developing RF-MEMS manufacturing processes for the handset market one should realize that RF-MEMS need to be produced in large quantities at very low cost. For this reason processing technology should be as compatible as possible to mainstream IC (CMOS) processing. In most applications the MEMS capacitor is combined with high Q-factor inductors and capacitors to form adaptive passive networks. For these reasons the CMOS compatible Philips PASSITM process is extended, using a surface micro-machining technique for the fabrication of MEMS variable capacitors [1], schematically indicated in Fig.1. Attention should be paid to several aspects when adopting CMOS compatible materials and processes to the manufacturing of MEMS capacitors. First, the MEMS device should preferably be processed on Si wafers in order to be compatible to mainstream processing equipment. Unfortunately, standard Si wafers have a resistivity in the mΩ.cm to Ω.cm range, which causes significant loss to the RF signal. This severely deteriorates the low loss property of RFMEMS switches, capacitors, and inductors. For this reason Float-zone Si wafers are used which can be mass-produced with a resistivity of several kΩ.cm. An aspect that deserves special attention is the use of CMOS compatible materials for the fabrication



of the freestanding beam element and the dielectric layer. Aluminum and copper are the metals of choice for the use of the beam element, since they are used in almost all back-ends of existing IC processes. Aluminum in its pure form is known to be a very ductile material prone to plastic deformation and creep and is therefore not suitable as mechanical layer in MEMS. However, alloys of aluminum are known to have far better mechanical properties and have proven their use in commercial optical MEMS applications today [2].



voltage is monitored at different levels of bias voltage [3]. It can be seen that the voltage shift over time decreases rapidly when bias voltage is reduced. A shift of few volts is measured after several hundreds of hours when the device is continuously biased at 40V. It is expected from the extrapolation of these data that only few volts of drift will occur over a period of years when hold-down voltage is lowered into to the 10-20V range. More accurate models for predicting capacitor lifetime are under construction and need verification.
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Fig.2 CV curve of PASSITM device after 2.5E4 (black) and 2.3E8 (red) switching cycles.



high resistivity Si >4kΩ.cm



Fig.1 Cross-section of PASSITM technology The reliability of MEMS variable capacitors is of major concern and is limited by dielectric charging of the capacitor dielectric. This leads to a shift of pull-in and release voltage and ultimately results in stiction of the freestanding beam. The amount of charging that is induced into the dielectric depends on the ambient atmosphere, and the surface and bulk properties of the dielectric layer. PECVD silicon nitride is used as the dielectric layer in PASSITM MEMS capacitors, since this material is fully compatible with CMOS processing and its electrical properties can be tailored over a wide range. At present, it is believed that MEMS variable capacitors have an inherent better reliability when driven at high power levels compared to galvanic switches due to their large contacting surface area as well as the fact that no significant amount of charge is crossing contacting interfaces. In Fig.2 and Fig.3 lifetime test results are shown for a PASSITM MEMS capacitor. In Fig.2 a CV curve is shown after 2.5E4 (black) en 2.3E8 (red) switching cycles. After 2.5E4 cycles no significant shift in release and pull-in voltage is observed. After 2.3E8 cycles a small inward shift of about 2V is visible, but the device is still functional after 2E9 cycles. In Fig.3 an accelerated lifetime test is shown. In this test the device is continuously biased when the beam is in the “down” position. The shift in pull-in and release



Fig.3 Shift in pull-in and release voltage of a PASSITM device monitored at different levels of bias voltage. 6
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Fig.4 Normalized IP3 voltage measured as a function of tone spacing for PASSITM device. Although inter-band linearity can be very good for MEMS capacitors the intra-band linearity can be a problem when tone-spacing is at or below the



mechanical resonance frequency of the beam element. In Fig.4 the normalized 3rd order intercept point (IP3) voltage is plotted as a function of tone spacing at 900 MHz. It can be seen that indeed IP3 is worst when tone spacing equals mechanical resonance frequency and is slightly better when tone-spacing is smaller than the mechanical resonance frequency. Since IP3 scales with the pull-in voltage it can be improved by increasing the pull-in voltage. In fact, this is one of the reasons why the pull-in voltage cannot be too low and is well above battery voltage in practice. The use of MEMS switchable capacitors in combination with fixed inductors and capacitors allows the synthesis of a single, reconfigurable multiband impedance matching network for a power amplifier (PA), as schematically depicted in Fig.5. Apart from the ability to merge different frequency bands into a single adaptive circuit, MEMS can also offer an in-band improvement of power efficiency. The optimum load impedance at the transistor collector varies with transmitted power. With MEMS enabled impedance matching the load impedance can be tuned to its optimum value depending on the transmitted power.



in a 1.2µm SOI process with HV DMOSFET device. The MEMS enabled impedance matching network enables optimum impedance transformation for three predefined states: state frequency(GHz) power(dBm) LB 0.9 33 LBLS 0.9 30 HB 1.8 30



The measured power efficiency as a function of output power is plotted in Fig.7 for all three states. It can be seen that for all states the efficiency is 34% or higher and an efficiency gain of 10% is achieved when going from state LB to state LBLS at 30dBm output power. It is expected that this type of MEMS enabled RF-SiP will lead to a smaller footprint and a higher power efficiency of the RF transceiver, since a single circuit will be re-used for the different frequency bands and power levels.
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Fig.5 Left: Conventional multiple PA line-ups serving multiple frequency bands. Right: Concept of a MEMS enabled single line-up PA supporting multiple frequency bands.



Fig.7 PA efficiency, η as a function of output power, Pl for different impedance matching configurations. III. MEMS REFERENCE OSCILLATORS



Fig.6 Single line-up dual-band PA in a SiP In Fig.6 a dual-band PA is shown that incorporates a MEMS enabled tuneable matching network [4]. The PA is implemented as a System-ina-Package (SiP). The SiP measures 40mm2 and consists of a stack of an organic laminate, high-ohmic Si substrate with flipped BiCMOS and MEMS dies. The high-voltage generator is a charge pump realized



Silicon resonators offer very high spectral purity and are relatively easy to manufacture at low cost using SOI wafers. The use of Si as resonating medium also allows a relatively straightforward embedding into CMOS processes. This offers the potential to fabricate reference oscillators at low cost and a form factor much smaller than its quartz based counterparts. Furthermore, MEMS oscillators are processed on Si substrates which lend themselves for a straightforward SiP implementation. A drawback of Si is that it does not have piezoelectric properties like quartz or AlN. Si resonators most often use electrostatic transduction instead. However, electrostatic transduction results in a relatively weak electrical-mechanical coupling and a high impedance at resonance as a result. The high impedance makes it difficult to meet the oscillation condition due to the relatively low parasitic impedance caused by on- and off-chip parasitic capacitances. Furthermore, a low impedance is needed in order to have a sufficiently low phase-noise at acceptable levels of AC drive voltage.
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with resonator quality factor Q, bias voltage Vdc, gapwidth g, and gap depth h. The Rm can effectively be decreased by reducing the gap g between the resonator and its actuation- and readout electrodes. It can be further reduced by increasing the depth of the transduction gap and by increasing the bias voltage. Typically, sub-micron gap widths in combination with bias voltage of tens of volts are required to achieve impedance levels in the 10kΩ range. In most cases the Q-factor is maximized by placing the resonator in a vacuum. A method for realizing a resonator using SOI is depicted in Fig.8. Using this technique, gap openings down to 100nm can readily be transferred into the SOI layer of several microns thick using modern optical lithography in combination with Deep Reactive Ion etching (DRIE), as is shown in Fig.9.
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depicted in Fig.10. A Q-factor of 30.000 and Rm=10kΩ, using a bias of 100V is extracted from this particular resonator placed under vacuum. The fact that Si is piezo-resistive can be exploited to increase the transduction efficiency. The transconductance gm, defined as gm=iout/vin , obtained in this manner can be many times higher than the admittance Y=1/Rm=iout/vin obtained in MEMS resonators that use capacitive read-out. Furthermore, the transconductance is not dependent on the resonator height. Consequently, this type of resonator does not require the processing of high-aspect ratio air gaps that is normally required to obtain sufficiently high admittance in the case of MEMS resonators that use capacitive read-out [6].
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Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that MEMS oscillators with good performance can be realized using electrostatic transduction [5]. The motional impedance of a MEMS resonator is given by
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Fig.8 Process flow on SOI for realizing sub-micron gap MEMS resonator
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f(Hz) Fig.10 Measured admittance (magnitude and phase) for a 25.8 MHz resonator with Rm=10kΩ processed in SOI.



Fig.9 High-aspect ratio 100 nm wide transduction gaps realized using 193nm lithography and DRIE. A 25.8 MHz resonator made in this manner using a gap of 260nm etched into 1.5µm thick SOI layer is



Fig.11 shows a 10MHz piezo-resistive resonator that is processed on SOI. The resonator is anchored to the substrate at locations A1-A2 and separated from the actuation electrodes E1-E2 by a relatively large 1.3µm wide lateral air gap. The resonance is excited by applying an AC voltage, vin that is superimposed with a DC bias voltage, Vg0 over the air gaps at E1-E2. The resonance is detected through the modulation of resistance between locations D1 and D2. This modulation is caused by f(Hz) the mechanical strain in the Si that occurs at resonance as a result of the longitudinal motion of the



resonator arms. This modulation of resistance is detected by applying a DC voltage, Vd0 between D1D2. The Vd0 induces an electrical current through the resonator, as indicated by the arrows. The modulation of resistance results in a modulation of the current between D1-D2. The AC component, iout of the modulated current resembles the output signal. The measured gm at 1 bar and in vacuum as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 12 and is compared to the capacitive response of the same resonator under identical biasing conditions. It is seen that the transconductance for the piezo-resistive readout is many times higher compared to the capacitive measurement. A Q-factor of 100.000 is obtained under vacuum and is measured to be 5000 at 1 bar. D1
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IV. MEMS PACKAGING Especially in the wireless communications markets, price and size are the key differentiators for the business success. For MEMS capacitors and resonators this is even more challenging since special measures are required in order to achieve a high level of hermeticity. These days several technologies exist in order to create a hermetic seal using cap-to-wafer or wafer-to-wafer packaging concepts. For aluminum beam structures with a limited temperature budget solder seal technologies are very interesting. Using “high” temperature eutectic bonding or diffusion bonding technologies will avoid these solder seals to re-melt during subsequent assembly processes like e.g. lead-free reflow soldering processes. By means of these technologies it is possible to create a hermetic seal during flip chip bonding of the MEMS die onto a silicon substrate. This allows easy integration in SiP process flows and packaging concepts. Fig. 13 shows the concept of such a RF-SiP module, which is currently being developed by Philips.
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Fig.11 Piezo-resistive resonator realized in SOI 1.E-02
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Fig.13 RF-SIP that incorporates the packaging of RF MEMS
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Fig.12 Transconductance of piezo-resistive resonator measured in vacuum (blue), at 1 bar (red). Green line is capacitive response of the same resonator under identical biasing conditions.



In this case the MEMS processing includes the formation of a pre-package by means of resist layers enabling the use of traditional grinding and dicing operations. Fig. 14 shows the top view of such a MEMS die with pre-package and an X-ray picture of a MEMS die flip chipped onto a silicon substrate. In this picture the solder seal ring as well as the soldered I/O’s can be easily recognized. Package leak rates down to 10-14 mbar.l/sec have been demonstrated using this technique.



An important issue that needs to be addressed for the commercial success of MEMS oscillators is the frequency drift of 30 ppm/K due to temperature change of the Si resonator. Unlike quartz, Si does not exhibit crystal orientations for which the 1st order temperature drift is cancelled. Therefore, other compensation techniques need to be developed in order to meet the strict 0.1ppm/K specification that applies for GSM. Fig.14 Top view of Philips MEMS die with local prepackage (left) and X-ray picture of flip chipped MEMS die (right).



An alternative method for the encapsulation of MEMS is to make use of thin films that are deposited and etched on wafer level. Using sacrificial layer etching and non-conformal coating techniques a micro-cavity is created around the MEMS device. An example of such a micro-cavity processed at Philips is depicted in Fig.15. Ideally, the process of making cavities in this manner should also be compatible to back-end processing of mainstream CMOS. This will allow for the integration of driver and readout electronics. This implies that limitations are set in terms of maximum processing temperature, chemical composition, and layer thickness. metal
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effort is needed to demonstrate compliancy with the 0.1ppm/K requirement for GSM. The package for MEMS capacitors and resonators requires not only low cost and small size, but also a high level of hermeticity. Cap-to-wafer or wafer-to-wafer concepts are most mature and allow for integration in a SiP process flow, but are also bulky and suffer from high production cost. A very promising method for the encapsulation of MEMS is to make use of thin films that are deposited and etched on wafer level. Using sacrificial layer etching and non-conformal coating techniques a micro-cavity is created around the MEMS device. This will lead to a dramatic reduction in size of the package combined with low production cost. VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS The members of the MEMS team at Philips Innovation Center RF, Philips Industrial Manufacturing Organization (IMO) Nijmegen, Philips Research, and Philips Applied Technologies are acknowledged for their valuable contributions. Part of this work is sponsored by the EU in the frame work of the IST projects MEMS2TUNE and NANOTIMER.



Fig.15 Cross-section of a µ-cavity used for MEMS packaging. V. CONCLUSION Convergence in terms of frequency bands and components of the handset’s RF radio seems inevitable, although clear boundary conditions have to be met. MEMS switches and, especially, MEMS variable capacitors might very well be the missing link between full RF radio convergence on the one hand, and miniaturization and power efficiency on the other hand. A demonstration of this concept is given by means of a RF-SiP incorporating a single line-up PA. Although very promising, MEMS capacitor technology is just one of the technologies available today for the realization of a reconfigurable RF radio. Competing technologies, such as GaAs switch and Si varactor technologies should also be considered and compared to MEMS in terms of loss, linearity, reliability, cost, and size. MEMS resonators appear to open exceptional possibilities for creating miniature-scale precision oscillators and filters with a form factor much smaller than what can be achieved with quartz based oscillators. Silicon resonators offer very high spectral purity and are relatively easy to manufacture at low cost using SOI wafers. Impedance at resonance can be made sufficiently low through the fabrication of submicron trenches for effective electro-mechanical transduction. Alternative transduction schemes using the piezo-resistive properties of Si seem to open interesting opportunities for realizing resonators with a high transduction efficiency. Although progress is made for the reduction of temperature drift, more
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